FLUFF-BALL, a template-based grid-independent superposition and QSAR technique: validation using a benchmark steroid data set.
The Flexible Ligand Unified Force Field (FLUFF) is a molecular mechanistic superposition algorithm utilizing a template structure, on top of which the ligand(s) are superimposed. FLUFF enables a flexible semiautomatic superimposition in which the ligand and the template are allowed to seek the best common conformation, which can then be used to predict the biological activity by Boundless Adaptive Localized Ligand (BALL). In BALL, the similarity of the electrostatic and van der Waals volumes of the template and ligand is evaluated using the template-based coordinate system which makes the FLUFF-BALL invariant as to the rotations and translations of the global coordinate system. When tested using the CBG (corticosteroid binding globulin) affinities of 31 benchmark steroids, the FLUFF-BALL technique produced results comparable to standard 3D-QSAR methods. Supplementary test calculations were performed with five additional data sets. Due to its high level of automation and high throughput, the FLUFF-BALL is highly suitable for use in drug design and in scanning of large molecular libraries.